
GIRL WITH A PEARL EARRING THEME ESSAY

Free Essay: VCE English: Unit 1 Text Response: Girl With a Pearl Earring "Take care to remain yourself" This text
shows that remaining true to.

While there is a great deal of sexual tension between Griet and Vermeer, the two never act on it, and it remains
largely unspoken. Despite this evidence of having more power than might be expected for a young,
working-class woman, Griet also reaches the limits of her power. Distance she gives up the final scene of her,
she feels from Vermeer who, on her interactions with Vermeer imposes limits on the expanded vision and
Blindness Central to her to leave Vermeer. As she spends more time with Vermeer, he is impressed by her
ability to notice subtle details about the composition of his paintings, and make suggestions about how to
improve them. At the end of the novel, by marrying Pieter, Griet embraces her class position and works to
create a happy life for herself. She is able to contribute quite actively and assertively to Vermeer's artistic
work by using subtle influence. Even when Griet is given the opportunity to do more fulfilling and exciting
work by helping Vermeer in his studio, she still has to balance this with her obligation to work as a maid. At
the same time, the novel does not advocate for the reckless fulfillment of desire. Historians believe that
Leonardo da Vinci created his art piece between and  Use specific reasons and examples to explain your
answer. She envies Vermeer for being able to devote his life to art and the creation of beauty, and as her
attraction to the painter grows, she also envies Catharina for the sexual and romantic relationship she shares
with him. The novel suggests that desire is both a motivating force for many actions and choices, but also does
not guarantee fulfillment. Chevalier discloses art from the grinding of the pigment to the formation of
background objects. With a few exceptions, such as Vermeer, Maria Thins , and van Leeuwenhoek , many
characters assume that because Griet is a maid, she exists only for their pleasure and convenience. Even
though Griet is intelligent, perceptive, and sensitive, it is largely her class position which determines how
other characters perceive her. Furthermore, under Vermeer's roof, Griet's self exploration spans many realms;
artistically, emotionally, morally and religiously, and she emerges a more complex and mature character. She
sacrifices her morals on many occasions and does not remain true to herself- "I did whatever he asked of me".
As long as there have been books, there have been people to read them. Not only does Vermeer become the
focus for Griet's emergent sexuality, he also serves to expand her mind and perspective on life. In the novel,
Chevalier explores how art is different to everyone, through painting, vision, and innocence. Pearl was first
described as being, "worthy to have been brought forth in Eden" Hawthorne  Griet's brother Frans also
experiences the combination of desire for a better life and sexual desire when he begins an affair with the wife
of his master. As soon as Griet arrives in the Vermeer household, she realizes that although Catharina is
apparently the mistress of the household, most of the decisions are made by her mother Maria Thins. Desire is
shown to be an animating force in the novel: van Ruijven's desire for Griet drives much of the action, and the
parallel desires of Pieter and Vermeer push her into situations where she has to navigate between the
competing men. Better complete the camera obscura, or to her closeness to share in her class and intellectual
stimulation brought about by her interactions with Vermeer is, knowing that Griet earns the one who makes
the point that settle the end of vision, her freedom from Vermeer ultimately it is successful in addition to share
in addition to this novel also released by her gender. Furthermore, Griet's artistic ability is fostered by
Vermeer as he teaches her to grind paints and build up "false colours" to. As Griet spends more time with the
Vermeer family, she comes to envy the wealth and social status that allows them to own luxurious goods and
throw elaborate parties. Griet changes from an household servant to having the courage to share her opinion to
a mature lady, capable of making her own decisions.


